
    for libraries 
 

Write.as is a flexible writing platform for libraries. Share writing within your critique 

groups, give patrons an outlet for their stories, or engage your community with monthly 

writing prompts. Write.as gives you and your patrons an easy way to share stories online. 

 

hello@write.as write.as @writeas__ 

A simple writing tool 
Give patrons a place to write without any clutter or 

distractions. Write.as is built for plain text instead of 

elaborate formatting, making it easy to use and learn in 

no time. 

Try the editor at write.as/new 

 

Publish and share 
Write.as supports a variety of publishing options, from 

one-off “anonymous” articles you can share via secret 

links, to fully-functional blogs. Pair Write.as with Zoom 

or Slack to support your writing group, or have your 

patrons publish to their own blog. 

View a sample blog at write.as/jocowrites 

The distraction-free Write.as editor. 
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https://write.as/jocowrites/?pk_campaign=library-sheet-mw21


 

 

 

hello@write.as write.as @writeas__ 

Gather writing submissions 
Publish writing prompts and gather submissions for 

your blog, contest, or conference. Like on Write.as, 

patrons enjoy an easy submission process that doesn’t 

require any account creation. 

Try submitting a response at submit.as/cues 

 

Human support and collaboration 
From the start, our team will intimately learn about the 

problems you’re trying to solve, and draw on our wide 

expertise to give you the best combination of tools for 

the job. Once you’re set up, we’ll regularly make sure 

you and your patrons have the support and resources 

needed to be successful with our tools. If it ever turns 

out that we can improve our products based on your 

feedback, we’ll make those changes, too. We don’t see 

customers merely as users, but collaborators. We’re a 

small business that prides ourselves on the human 

attention we can give you. 

 

 

Manage submissions with Submit.as 

 
 

 

 

Ready to learn more? 
Contact us at hello@write.as to discuss your 

project and request a demo! 
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